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TS765  TUNJET S refill can

PI TS765 20240313

TUNAP Sports

Refillable aerosol can for TUNAP SPORTS drive cleaner and brake cleaner. Compatible with the TUNJET 
S refill system. 

TUNAP SPORTS quality promise:
 ✔ Newly developed refill can in familiar aerosol quality.
 ✔ Cost savings of 17 aluminium cans (300 ml) in one 5 L canister.
 ✔ Up to 1,800 fillings per can.

Properties
 ✔ Robust aerosol can with a filling capacity of 400 ml.
 ✔ Quick and easy to refill.
 ✔ Compressed air can be refilled separately.
 ✔ The valve and spray head are protected against damage by the special protective cap.

Application area
 ✔ Particularly suitable for maintenance, repair and assembly work in bicycle workshops. 

Instructions
1a. When activating and changing canisters, only air is introduced into the can. The can then 
needs to be vented. 
1b. Completely empty and vent the can before refilling.
2. Put the can on the can support and hold.
3. The can fills automatically in approx. seven seconds. 
4. Remove the can after audible entry of the compressed air. 
5. If the air cushion is too low compared to the amount of liquid, additional compressed air 
can be applied at the pressure valve. 

Notice
 ✔ Only permitted for TUNAP SPORTS drive cleaner or brake cleaner. The manufacturer/

distributor accepts no liability for the use of untested liquids. Do not fill with acids or 
bases!

Product Description Weight of 
content

Article Number Packaging Unit

TUNJET S refill can 0.14 kg 1401183 1 PCS

Required accessories Article Number Packaging Unit
Drive cleaner, 5 l 1101707 1 PCS
TUNJET S refill system, 0 1401181 1 PCS


